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ABSTRACT 
This study presents a contrastive study of hedging devices in English and Behdini-Kurdish (also known 

as Northern Kurmanji). The appropriate identification, interpretation, utilization and translation of 

hedging devices are problematic for EFL learners and translators. Hedges are expressions used in speech 

and writing to avoid being committed to the truth conditionality of the statement, to express hesitation, to 

be uncertain, less direct, and to be polite. The study aims to provide a descriptive study of hedging in the 

two languages to identify similarities and differences between their hedging systems. This aim is achieved 

by reviewing some of the main classifications of the English hedges as the foundation for devising a 

classificatory system for hedges in Kurdish. Therefore, the study explores how hedging is voiced in both 

English and Kurdish and finds out that the English hedging system is more complex than the Kurdish one. 

Furthermore, it concludes that hedging in Kurdish is mostly lexicalized in nature due to the absence of 

epistemic modal auxiliaries as one of the main subcategories of hedging devices. The research also 

identifies another subclass of hedging devices which has not been addressed before in the available 

literature on hedging in the two languages. This subcategory is the use of the plural forms of some 

numbers and date expressions which are used when the exact number or date is not known by the writer 

as (thousands, millions, etc.) and (in the 1990s, etc.).  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

cceptable and successful acts of 

communication require appropriate 

recognition and utilization of hedging devices. 

Speakers and writers use these devices for 

various purposes such as to avoid the 

commitment to the truth conditionality of the 

statement, to be hesitant and less direct in what 

they say and write and reflect their politeness 

towards their readers and listeners. English has 

received a rich literature in studying its hedging 

system as can be noticed from some works 

conducted by Salager- Meyer‟s (1994) and 

(1997), Hyland (1998), Varttala (2001), Fraser 

(2010), but Kurdish hedging system still needs 

to be investigated more. Apart from some 

available studies, such as Behnam & 

Khaliliakdam (2012), Moheddin & Sherwani 

(2019), and Abdul Aziz (2014), further 

investigations are required to enrich this field as 

Kurdish EFL learners and translators should be 

familiarized with hedging devices in English to 

be able to use them appropriately. 

This study makes a major contribution to 

research on hedging devices by highlighting 

similarities and differences between hedging 

devices in English and Behdini-Kurdish using 

translation. It suggests a more comprehensive 

classification for hedging devices in both 

languages and further proposes a new subclass to 

the available classifications of hedges (See 

2.6.9), which has not been already mentioned by 

any scholar in the field. Moreover, it presents 

equivalences for English and Kurdish hedges 

through English into Kurdish translation and 

vice versa.  

The paper is a contrastive study in nature 

which uses translation as a means for comparing 

and contrasting the hedging systems of English 

and Kurdish. Apart from the introduction 

section, the researcher defines the hedges, 

mentions some previous studies and 

classifications proposed by some scholars, and 

proposes a modified classification for hedges in 

English. Concerning hedges in Kurdish, the 

researcher mentions some previous studies and 

devises a classification for hedges in Behdini-

Kurdish based on the English classifications.  

Following is a more detailed account of the 

points mentioned here.   

1.1. The problem 

Appropriate recognition, utilization, and 

translation of English hedges are problematic 

A 
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and challenging for Kurdish EFL Learners and 

translators. Many studies have been carried out 

on studying hedging devices in English. 

However, to the researcher's best knowledge, 

except Abdul Aziz (2014) which is a pragmatic 

case study, no attempt has yet been made for 

conducting a comprehensive contrastive study of 

hedging devices between English and Behdini-

Kurdish. Behdini-Kurdish also lacks a 

classificatory system for classifying its hedging 

devices. Another expected area of hindrance is 

the lack of established and unified equivalence 

for English hedges in Kurdish; Moreover, some 

hedging devices such as modal auxiliaries are 

polysemous and multifunctional in nature and 

create problems for language users and learners. 

So, this study is an attempt to bridge the gap in 

this field.  

1.2. The aim 

The study aims to explore the similarities and 

differences between English and Kurdish hedges 

and suggests a more comprehensive 

classificatory system for both languages.   

1.3. The research questions  

The study will also attempt to answer the 

following research questions: 

1- Does English possess a more complex 

hedging system than Kurdish? 

2- What are the similarities and differences 

between English and Kurdish hedging devices? 

3- What are hedging devices in Kurdish and how 

can they be classified? 

1.4. The model adopted  

In this investigation the researcher adopted an 

eclectic model for the classification of hedging 

devices in English based on the models of 

Salager-Meyer (1997) and Fraser (2010). The 

Kurdish class of hedges followed the modified 

taxonomy provided by hedged samples from 

speech and writing. 

1.5. Data collection and procedures 

Apart from the theoretical part, the research 

employs translation as a means for contrastive 

analysis of English and Kurdish hedging 

systems. The English and Kurdish source 

sentences are taken from written books and 

online references on hedging. The Kurdish and 

English translations have been provided by the 

researcher. These translations have been 

reviewed by two professional translators.  

1.6. The limits of the study 

The study is limited to contrasting some 

hedging devices between English and Behdini-

Kurdish.  

 

1.7. The value of the study  

It is hoped that the present study will be 

useful theoretically and practically for 

researchers, teachers, lexicographers, translators, 

and students of linguistics and translation. It is 

worth investigating to call the teachers‟ attention 

to the fact that they need to pay more attention to 

building their students' competence for 

identifying hedging devices through teaching 

knowledge on hedging in English and Kurdish.  

2. HEDGING DEVICES IN ENGLISH 

Hedging devices in English have received 

significant theoretical and practical 

investigation. The upcoming subsections attempt 

to shed a brief light on some definitions, 

previous studies, and the classifications of these 

devices in English.  

2.1. Terminology and definitions 

Hedging devices have been termed 

differently by different scholars.  They are called 

“weakeners” (Brown and Levinson,1978), 

“approximators” and “shields” (Prince et 

al,1982) “downtoners” (Holmes, 1982; Quirk et 

al, 1985 ),  „detensifiers‟ (Hubler ,1983 ) among 

others.  

The term hedge or hedging can be broadly 

defined as a means of protection against 

something or somebody, avoiding a direct 

answer to a question, refraining from supporting 

an idea (OALD 2001: 603).  

Lakoff (1972) was the first scholar who used the 

term “hedges” and defined them as expressions 

which make “things more or less fuzzy‟‟. She 

exemplifies them as sort of, rather, kind of, more 

or less etc. For instance, “A chicken is a sort of 

bird” is a hedged sentence (Lakoff 1972: 195). 

Hyland (1998: 1) defines hedges as linguistic 

devices such as I think, might, perhaps, may be 

which we use in our speech or writing to avoid 

making categorical assertions. Moreover, it 

indicates the lack of complete commitment to 

the truth of a proposition (Hyland, 1998: 61-62).   

According to Brown and Levinson (1978), 

hedges are strategies that minimize the threat of 

face threatening act in communication.  

Fraser (2010) studied hedging and asserted 

that appropriate knowledge on the use and 

interpretation of hedges indicates the possession 

of pragmatic competence. He further defines 

pragmatic competence as the ability for 

communicating the intended message in its any 

socio cultural context. For him, hedging is a 

rhetorical strategy which reduces the semantic 

value of a statement as in He is sort of nice or 

attenuates the speech act force as in I must ask 
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you to stop doing that. These examples reveal 

that hedging is a semantic and pragmatic 

phenomenon. (Fraser, 2010:15)  

Moreover, Fraser (2010:23) considers hedges 

as linguistic devices such as lexical (sort of, 

technically, probably), syntactic (tag questions, 

if conditional) devices and paralinguistic 

features like vocalizations (aww, weeeell), body 

language (dismissive wave of the hand).    

In sum, hedging devices are expressions used 

by speakers or writers to avoid or lessen their 

commitment to the truthfulness of the statement. 

Their use indicates uncertainty, hesitation, 

fuzziness, indirectness. They can further be         

used as politeness strategies to save face and           

be polite.    

2.2. Previous studies on hedging in English 

Many studies have been carried out on 

hedging devices in different genres and on 

various text types. Some of them will be briefly 

mentioned here. For instance, hedging in 

academic discourse has been researched by 

Salager-Meyer (1994) through investigating 

hedges in 15 English medical papers. Some 

studies have been carried out by Hyland 

regarding the use and function of hedging            

over a period of time (1994, 1995, 1998, 2000, 

and 2008).  

Varttala (2001) studied hedging in 

scientifically oriented texts in the three broad 

disciplines of economy, medicine, and 

technology. Regarding the use and recognition 

of hedging devices in academic writing, 

Mukheef (2012) examined Iraqi university 

students‟ recognition and production of hedging 

devices in their writing. The study was 

conducted on 100 fourth-year students at the 

English departments, colleges of Education, 

Universities of Babylon and Qadesiya. The 

researcher concluded that teaching knowledge 

on hedging devices is overlooked in curriculum.  

Jamel (2021) explored the recognition of the 

semantic/pragmatic functions of hedges in 

scientific English writing by scientific college 

final year students. For this purpose, she 

conducted quantitative research on 71 subjects 

and found out that the students lack enough 

knowledge on distinguishing hedged and 

unhedged statements in scientific texts. 

2.3. The uses of hedging devices  

According to Lakoff (1972), Salager- 

Meyer‟s (1994) and (1997), Hyland (1998), 

Vartalla (2001), Fraser (2010) hedges are used 

for the purposes stated below: 

 

1- To express uncertainty. 

2- To avoid asserting a factual statement when 

more evidence is needed as in the scientific 

discourse. 

3-  To be less direct. 

4- To mitigate. 

5- To achieve politeness, both positive and 

negative.  

6- To express approximation.  

7- To be fuzzy.  

8- To express some degree of self-protection. 

9- To reduce the lack of opposition. 

10-To be more precise in reporting results in 

academic writing. 

2.4. Modality and hedging in English 

The most important concept that occurs 

within the realm of hedges is that of modality. 

Quirk et al (1985: 219) define modality as “the 

manner in which the meaning of a clause is 

qualified so as to reflect the speaker‟s judgment 

of the likelihood of the proposition it expresses 

being true.” Based on this definition, modality 

signifies speaker‟s judgment on the events. They 

subclassify the modal verbs into intrinsic and 

extrinsic modals. The former expresses 

permission, obligation, and volition. The latter 

denotes possibility, necessity and prediction. 

Some modals have both intrinsic and extrinsic 

uses. For instance, the modal verb may expresses 

permission (intrinsic) and possibility (extrinsic). 

Furthermore, modals possess overlapping 

meanings. Can and may cover permission and 

possibility (Quirk et al, 1985: 220).  

Based on the above definition of epistemic 

modality, it can be said that it is associated with 

hedging. This is further supported by Palmer 

(1990:2), Markkanen and Schroder (1997: 6) and 

Hyland (1998:2) who stated that epistemic 

modality modifies the commitment to the truth 

value of a proposition. Similarly, Simpson 

(1990:66-67) pointed out that modality reveals 

the degree of text producers‟ confidence on the 

truth of the ideational material they convey. In 

other words, modality assesses possibilities and 

probabilities and reduces the degree of liabilities 

and responsibility (Hubler, 1983:18).  

It can be concluded that modality is a wider 

concept since it deals with epistemic and deontic 

modality and hedging is concerned with 

epistemic modality.  

2.5. The classification of hedging devices in 

English 

Hedging devices have been classified 

differently by different scholars. The taxonomies 

adopted by Prince et al (1982), Salager- Meyer 
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(1997), and Fraser (2010) are presented briefly 

in this section.   

Prince et al (1982:20) classify hedges as 

presented in the following table: 

 
Table(1):- Prince et al (1982:20) classification of hedging 

Category  Subcategory Example 

1-Approximators (they are semantically oriented and adapt the 
propositional content) 

Adapters Sort of, kind of 

Rounders About 

2-Shields (they are pragmatically oriented and affect the degree and 
type of speaker’s commitment) 

Plausibility shields  I think 

Attribution shields  According to her estimates, 

 

The above classification seems to be 

incomplete and technically difficult to 

comprehend and utilize. Furthermore, the 

available literature reveals that it has not 

received wide acceptance among the researchers. 

In a more elaborated research, Salager- 

Meyer (1997) investigated hedges in scientific 

discourse and modified her classification of 

hedges (1994) providing a more clear-cut 

taxonomy as in the following table: 

 

Table(2):- Salager- Meyer (1997) taxonomy 

Category Example 

1-Modal auxiliary verbs  
 

may, might, can, could, would, should 

2-Modal lexical verbs  
 

to seem, to appear (epistemic verbs), to believe, to assume, to 
speculate, to suggest, to estimate, to tend, to think, to argue, to 
indicate, to propose). 

3-Adjectival, adverbial and nominal modal phrases 1.probability adjectives (possible, probable, unlikely) 
2. nouns (assumption, claim, possibility, estimate, suggestion)  
3. adverbs (perhaps, possibly, probably, practically, likely, 
presumably, virtually, apparently).  

4-Approximators of frequency, quantity, degree, and time.  (about, approximately, roughly, often, generally, usually, 
somehow, somewhat) 

5-Introductory phrases   (I believe, we feel that) 

6-If clauses  (if true, if anything) 

7-Compound hedges  
 

1. double hedges (it may suggest that) 
 2.treble hedges (it seems reasonable to assume that); 
 3.quadruple hedges (it would seem somewhat unlikely that). 

Fraser (2010:23-24) classifies hedges into the following categories 

 
Table( 3):- Fraser (2010) taxonomy 

Category Example  

1-Adverbs/Adjectives (roughly, approximately, often, about, generally) 

2-Concessive conjunctions  (though, although, while, whereas) 

3-Indirect Speech Acts  (Could you close the door please?) 

4-Impersonal pronouns  (one, it,...) 

5-Hedged performative  (use of modal to hedged performative verb) 

6-Modal adjectives  (probable, possible, un/likely,...) 

7-Modal adverbs  (possibly, perhaps, probably,…) 

8-Modal verbs  (might, can, would, could,...) 

9-Modal noun  (suggestion, assumption, claim, possibility,...) 

10-Epistemic verbs  (to assume, to suggest, to seem, to appear,etc. 

11-Reversal tag  He’s coming, isn’t he? [I think he’s coming] 

12-Negative question convey positive hedged assertion.  Didn’t Harry leave? [I think Harry left] 

13-Agentless Passive.  Many of the troops were injured (...) 

14-Conditional subordinators  (as long as, assuming that, given that) 

15-Conditional subordinators  (as long as, assuming that, given that) 

16-Tentative Inference (The mountains should be visible from here). 

17-Progressive form  (I am hoping you will come). 

18-Metalinguistic comment  (strictly speaking, so to say, exactly, almost). 

19-Conditional clause refers to the condition under which the 
speaker makes the utterance.  

If you’re going my way, I need a lift back. 

20-Compound hedges based on Salager-Meyer (1997) mentioned above. 
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The above classifications, so far, indicate that 

there is no clear cut and close ended 

classificatory system. This view is supported by 

Clemen (1997 as cited in Fraser (2010: 23) as he 

comments:  

There is no limit to the linguistic expressions 

that can be considered as hedges ...  

  The difficulty with these functional definitions is 

that almost any linguistic item 

   or expression can be interpreted as a hedge ... 

no linguistic items are inherently 

   hedges but can acquire this quality depending 

on the communicative context or  

the co-text. This also means that no clear-cut 

lists of hedging expressions are    possible.  

So, hedges are limitless linguistic expressions 

which receive their hedging meaning based on 

the context of their use.  

2.6. The adopted classification English Hedges 

in this study 

Here an attempt is made to present a 

taxonomy of hedges which incorporates these 

elements in both speech and writing. However, 

the study will not discuss extralinguistic hedging 

devices.   

2.6.1. Central modal auxiliaries as the main 

hedging devices  

Central modal auxiliaries are the main means 

of expressing hedging in English. In what 

follows an attempt is made to shed a brief light 

on five central modals in the English modality 

system that function as hedging devices. 

May/Might 

The modal verbs may and might are 

commonly used to express possibility. Consider 

sentence (3-4) with its paraphrased form (it is to 

be noted that Kurdish translation is provided for 

every English sentence for comparative 

purposes). 

(3) They may be wrong. 
 بٍ.  شبشدبیت ئّٔ یێ 

 (4) It is possible that they are wrong. 
 بٍ.  شبشيٕيکیُّ کٕ ئّٔ یێ 

In (3), may expresses epistemic possibility. It 

denotes that the given proposition is possible to 

be true or become true. In this context, may is 

stressed and receives a fall-rise nuclear tone 

(Quirk et al., 1985:223).  

Might as the past form of may also expresses 

possibility but with less certain sense of 

possibility and behaves like a tentative or unreal 

form (Palmer, 2001:58). 

When might is used to mean epistemic 

possibility the meaning of the predication that 

follows the modal verb is interpreted 

hypothetically as in (5).  

(5) He might have become a champion. 
 دبیت ئّٔ بیبتّ پبنّٔاٌ. 

 (It was possible that he would have become a 

champion.)  
 يٕيکیُّ کٕ ئّٔ بٕٔبیتّ پّْهّٔاٌ.

Another use of might is in tentative possibility as 

in (6). 

(6) Of course, he might be wrong (Quirk et al, 

1985: 233).  

 بیت.  شبشیێ چ پێُّڤیت، دبیت ئّٔ 

Moreover, the difference between may and 

might becomes neutralized when might is used in 

hypothetical or tentative sense. Thus, the speaker 

feels little or no difference of meaning. 

Examples (7) and (8) illustrate this point in a 

better way. 

(7) He may be wrong. 

 بیت. شبشدبیت ئّٔ یێ 
(8) He might be wrong (Quirk et al, 1985: 233). 

بیت.  شبشدبیت ئّٔ یێ   

In addition to epistemic meaning may can be 

used to express permission (deontic meaning). 

For example, when someone asks permission to 

enter a room he would say: 

(9) May I come in?  

 دەستیرٖ ّْیّ ئّز بٓێًّ ژٔٔرڤّ؟
Here may has acquired the deontic sense. 

Therefore, may is a multifunctional modal 

auxiliary verb.  

Can/Could  

These two modal verbs express possibility, 

permission and ability. 

With respect to possibility, Quirk et al 

(1985:222) point out that when can is used to 

express possibility, we can paraphrase it is 

possible to be followed by an infinitival clause.  

(10) Even some expert pilots can make mistakes. 
یبٌ بکٌّ. ششبێٍ شّْرەزا ژٖ فرۆکّڤبَدبیت ُْذەک   

(11) It is possible for some expert pilots to 

make mistakes.  
یبٌ بکٌّ.شبشێٍ شّْرەزا فرۆکّڤبَيٕيکیُّ ُْذەک   

Sometimes, it can express future possibility 

and be paraphrased by it will be possible. Look 

at the example (12).  

(12) If it is snowing tomorrow, the match can 

be postponed.  
 پبشئێخستٍ.بٓێتّ ئّگّر سٕبّْٗ بّفر بببریت دبیت یبرٖ 

Concerning ability, can and could may be 

paraphrased by the verb phrases be capable to, 

be able to, know how to. 

(13) Can you mention his name? 
بێژٖ؟ ٖٔ ئّرێ تٕ دشێی َبڤێ  

(14) Are you able to mention his name? 
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 ژٖ؟ێب ٖٔ ڤێَب َّّْ بٌیش ّت ێرّئ
As for permission, can/could expresses 

permission but in a less formal way than may. In 

the sense of permission, it is possible to use be 

allowed to or permitted to as in (15) to (17). 

(15) Can he borrow this pencil from you? 
ت؟یربگرۀ ّتژ  رّقة  یُٕٔسێپ ّٗڤئ تێدش ّٔئ ێرّئـ  

(16) Is he allowed to borrow this pencil from 

you? 
ت؟یربگرۀ ّتژ  ُٕٔسٗێپ ّڤێئ یّدا ستٕٔرەد یێ ێرّئ  

(17) Is he permitted to borrow this pencil form 

you?  (Quirk et al 1985: 222). 

  ت؟یربگرۀ ّتژ  ُٕٔسٗێپ ّٗڤئ یّدا ستٕرەد یێ ّٔئ ێرّئ

 Could can be used to express: 

a. hypothetical meaning as in (18).  

(18) If our team could win the match, they might 

be honored by the Queen.  
شبژَٗ ڤّ رێس  ێشیب ڤێ یبریێ ببّت، دبیت ژ لای يّ ئّگّر تیًب
گرتٍ.نێ بٓێتّ   

b. tentative permission (in polite requests) 

(19) Could I check your passport?  
 ئّرێ ئّز دشیى پبسپٕرتب تّ ببیُى؟ 

c. tentative possibility  

(20) There could be someone in the car. 

 دبیت کّسّکٗ دَبڤ ترٔيبێهێ دابیت.

d. polite directive and request 

(21) Could you please close your eyes?  
 ئّرێ بێ زەحًّت دشیێ چبڤێٍ خٕ بگرٖ؟ 

In example (21) could does not denote an action 

in the past (Quirk et al, 1985: 233). 

Must 

The modal auxiliary must expresses logical 

necessity and obligation or compulsion.  

Logical necessity 

When must denotes logical necessity, its 

meaning is equal to may in the sense of 

epistemic possibility. Thus, we can label it 

epistemic necessity. It indicates that the speaker 

has made a conclusion based on what he knows 

or observes. This sense of must cannot be 

expressed in interrogative or negative clauses. 

This statement is further validated by Palmer 

(1990:2), who avers that there are three types of 

epistemic modality: speculative expresses 

uncertainty, deductive indicates an inference 

from observable evidence, and assumptive 

indicates inference from what is generally 

known. Sentence (22) illustrates this point in a 

better way. 

(22) The Johns must be wealthy. 
In sentence (22), a speaker concludes that the 

Johns must be rich since they possess a large 

villa and an expensive Toyota (Quirk et al, 

1985:224-225).  

It worth to mention that the above sentence (22) 

can also be translated into:  

 بێ گٕيبٌ خیساَب جَٕٗ زەَگیٍُ. 
The back translation into English is rendered 

into: 

Undoubtedly John’s family is wealthy.  

In the same line of thought, Vartalla (2001: 

29) provided convincing evidence for 

considering must as a hedging device with the 

less degree of possibility than may.  

Therefore, based on the above account, when 

must is used in such examples as (22) it is better 

to be rendered as a hedge into دبیت or چێذبیت 

rather than  ّپێذڤیی or  دڤێت . 

It is observed that the above mentioned 

central modal auxiliaries may, might, can, could, 

and must can be used ad hedging devices in 

addition to their deontic sense.  

2.6.2. Modal lexical verbs  

These verbs are also called speech act verbs 

which express doubt and evaluation instead of 

just describing. They have also been referred to 

epistemic verbs. This class include seem, 

appear, assume, tend, suggest, believe, propose, 

speculate, etc. These verbs are highly used in 

academic writing. Consider the examples:    

 )23) Our analyses suggest that a high dose of 

the drug can lead to relevant blood pressure 

reduction (Salager – Meyer,1997: 132). 

شرٔڤّکرَێٍ يّ پیشُیبر دکٌّ کٕ دٔزا بهُذا دەريبَٗ دبیت 
 ببیتّ ئّگّرێ کێى کرَب فشبرا خٕیُێ. 

2.6.3. Modal adjectives (possible, (un)likely, 

probable, slight, considerable, rough, etc.). 

(24) It is possible that…. 

 چێذبیت کٕ...
2.6.4. Modal adverbs 

This subcategory includes: perhaps, possibly, 

probably, practically, likely, presumably, 

apparently, etc. 

(25) This is probably due to the fact that 

Greenland Eskimos consume diets with a high 

content of fish (Salager – Meyer, 1997: 132). 

 ”ئّسکیًٕیێٍ گریٍ لاَذ”رەَگّ ئّڤّ ژبّر ٔێ راستییێ بیت
 . دخۆٌخٕارَێٍ زەَگیٍ ة پێکٓبتّٖ يبسیێ 

2.6.5 Modal nouns  

They are such as assumption, claim, possibility, 

estimate, suggestion, hypothesis, proposal, etc.  

(26) Our hypothesis is that English tense 

system is more complex than Kurdish.  

ئبنۆزترە ئیُگهیسٖ زيبَێ ُسب سیستّيێ تێ یّ کٕگریًبَب يّ ئّڤّ
 .کٕردیژ یێ زيبَێ 
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2.6.6. Approximators of degree, frequency, 

quantity, and time 

This subclass includes: approximately, about, 

roughly, often, generally, somewhat, sometimes, 

etc. 
 (27) Approximately 700 women die in the U.S. 

each year because of pregnancy or delivery 

complications, but an estimated 50% of these 

are preventable 
i
.  

ژ خۆ گیبَێ ئێکگرتی  یّتێٍ ل ٔیلا ژٌ 077ٗ ێسیکَّْر سبل 
بَٕٔێ، زارۆک دەست ددەٌ ژ بّر سّر ببرکێٍ دٔٔگیبَی یبٌ 

% ژ ٔاٌ 07دایّ رێگرٖ ل  شیبٌ نێ دْێتّ تّخًیُکرٌ کٕ د
 بٓێتّ کرٌ. 

2.6.7. Compound hedges 

According to Salager – Meyer (1997: 133), 

compound hedges can be divided into the 

following classes:  

a) Double hedges  

(28) It may suggest that. ئّٔ دبیت پێشُیبر بکّت 
b) Treble hedges 

(29) It seems reasonable to assume that the team 

will win. 

 کٕ تیى سّر بکّڤیت.   کٕ گریًبَّ بکّیبّر ئبقم دیبر دبیت یب 
c) Quadruple hedges 

(30) It would seem somewhat unlikely that John 

will tell anyone. 
 کّسّکٗ.  رژیتّ ّْێدٔیردیبر دبیت کٕ جَٕٗ برادەیّکٗ یب تب 

2.6.8. Conditional clauses such as if, unless, 

given that, assuming that, as long as, etc.  

(31) Unless the strike has been called off, there 

will be no trains tomorrow. Fraser (2010: 24)  

ئّگّر يبَگرتٍ ة دٔيبْیک َّْێٍ، سٕبّْٗ چ شّيَّذەفر 
 َببٍ. 

2.6.9. Plural form of some numbers and date 

expressions 

In English the plural form “thousands” refers 

to the numbers between 2000 - 9999. It is used 

when a speaker is not quite sure about the exact 

number or amount of something they are 

referring to. Thus, this lack of confidence and 

uncertainty can be considered hedging. The 

same is true when the speaker uses dates in their 

plural from as in “in the 1990s". Sometimes, the 

speaker cannot specify or does not know the 

exact year in which an event had taken place. So, 

this format is used. Consider the following 

examples:  

 1897ل سبنێٍ  ،millions، يهیَّْٕب: thousandsّْزاراٌ: 
 in the 1980sیبٌ دا: 

 (32) Hundreds, if not thousands, of interview 

requests are flooded in.
 ii

 

ازیێٍ چبڤپیکّفتُێ یێٍ ٕسّداٌ ئّگّر َّ ْساراٌ داخ
 گّّْشتیٍ.
(33)  One thousand people died in the 

earthquake .  

 گیبَێ خٕ ژ دەست داٌ. ْسار کّش د ئّرّْژێذا
In the first sentence thousands is a hedging 

device while in the second it is not since there is 

no doubt on the number. 

2.6.10. Reversal tags 

(34) She’s coming. Isn’t she? (I think she’s 

coming).  
 دْێت(.  ب َّ ٔەیّ؟ )ئّز ْسردکّو ئّٔ یبيدْێت.  ئّٔ یب

2.6.11. Negative question which conveys 

positive hedged assertion 

(35) Didn’t John leave? I think John left.  
 چٕٔ.  ئّز ْسر دکّو جٌَّٕچٕٔ؟  جٌٕيب 

2.6.12. Agentless passive 

(36) Many people were killed.   
   تُّ کٕشتٍ. گّنّک کّش ْب

2.6.13. Indirect speech acts 

(37) Could you please pass me the bread?      
 ف يٍ؟بێ زەحًّت دشێی َبَٗ ة دەیّ          

2.6.14. Impersonal pronoun 

Someone, anyone, somebody, one, etc. 

(38) One can imagine that….  
 کٕ بکّتتّخّیٕنێ دشێت يرۆڤ 

From the above mentioned classifications, it 

can be pointed out that modal auxiliaries (may, 

might, can, could, must, would), modal verbs 

(seem, appear, tend, think, believe), adverbials 

(approximately, sometimes, perhaps, about), 

adjectives (likely, slight, rough, considerable, 

possible), Compound hedges (it seems possible, 

would seem likely), conditional clauses (if 

constructions) are some of the main classes of 

hedging devices.  

 

 

3. HEDGING AND MODALITY IN 

KURDISH  

Some studies have been conducted on 

hedging in Kurdish. However, they have not 

been able to provide a clear-cut classification 

and a satisfactory contrastive study of this 

phenomenon between English and Kurdish. In 

this section, some of the conducted studies on 

hedging will be briefly referred to. 

Behnam and Khaliliaqdam (2012) studied the 

use of hedging devices in Sorani Kurdish spoken 

discourse. They concluded that Kurdish and 

English hedges perform the same function.  

Abdul Aziz (2014) investigated hedges in 

Kurdish with reference to English. The Kurdish 

samples are taken from a Kurdish play. The 

researcher found out that hedging is both a 

semantic and pragmatic phenomenon. The study 

can be regarded as an early attempt for 

investigating Behdini-Kurdish hedges. However, 

a case study is not enough for studying and 
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exemplifying hedging in Kurdish and no 

classificatory system has been suggested by the 

researcher for Kurdish hedges.  

Moheddin and Sherwani (2019) conducted a 

study on hedging devices in political speeches of 

President Masud Barzani. The hedges were 

investigated pragmatically focusing on their 

function rather than form. The researchers 

adopted Prince et al‟s (1982) model of hedging 

devices. It was found that adapters (ٖٔة تّٔا 

„totally‟, ُْذەک „some‟, زیبتر‟ more „, زٔر „very‟ 

etc.)  Attribution shields (ّنّ بّر ئّي „Because 

of….‟, پیێ ئٕرف ٔ عّدەتٗ بّ  ‟Because of our 

customs…. the plausibility shields ( دەَىٔادا  „I 

consider‟, ْیڤیذارو‟ we are hopeful‟, and ٍْیٕاخبزی 

„we all hope‟) were mostly used. Adapters rank 

first followed by shields. Rounder hedges have 

not been employed to indicate the unwillingness 

of the speaker in revealing personal doubts and 

direct involvement.    

Regarding modality, it has not received 

enough attention in Behdini-Kurdish. One of the 

studies has been conducted by Ahmed (2005) 

who presented a syntactic study of modality 

without providing a clear status of forms and 

functions of modal expressions. For him, modal 

expressions are part of a broad class of mood 

markers which can be called rizhe form. In the 

Behdini dialect, modal verbs have lost their 

grammatical function and are invariable in form 

(they do not inflect for number, tense and 

aspect). They usually occur at the beginning of 

the simple sentence and are used to express the 

speaker‟s attitude. Since they occur outside the 

sentence, they are not auxiliary verbs. As in the 

following example: 

 (39) دڤێت ئّز بچى.

a. I must go.  

 (40) چێذبیت ئّز بچى.
b. I may go. (Ahmed  , 2005:6) 

For Toma and Simo (2020), Behdini-Kurdish 

does not have a distinctive class of modal verbs 

similar to English. In Kurdish, various means 

such as particles (ّێذبیت، رەَگّ،چدبیت ,پێذڤیی ) 

phrases ( دایّدشیبٌ  ), and lexical verbs (دشێت)              

are used to express modality (Toma and Simo, 

2020: 64). 

3.1. The classification of hedging devices in 

Kurdish 

To the researcher‟s best knowledge, no 

classification has been suggested for classifying 

hedges in Kurdish. The following categorization 

represents some of the main classes of hedging 

devices in Behdini-Kurdish:  

 

3.1.1. Modal expressions 

Modal expressions such as چێذبیت، رەَگّ، ) 

( دبیت، بّنکٕ، بّنکٗ are mostly used to express 

hedging. They usually occur at the beginning of 

the simple sentences and in the dependent 

clauses of complex sentences. But the negative 

forms (َببیت، چُببیت) only express obligation 

(prohibition).(چێذبیت ) can also be used to express 

permission. Arabic loan words )ُّئّحتیًبنّ ، يٕيکی  

) express possibility. Moreover, sometimes, 

 are mistakenly used as (بّنکٕ or بّنکٗ)

equivalents to the conjunction but. It is worth to 

mention that نێ)  or (بّنێ  are the established 

equivalents of but.  

 ب ژان ردهه ئه ئاشكراكرنا نێانیش ران وه انهیگ تیدب (41) 
iiiبن هه ێژ ردهه ئه ێر نته سه ژ لانیم 21 ایدوورات

. 
Animals may have the ability to predict 

earthquakes 12 miles away from the epicenter.  

تٕ  ێی، بتیبّْ یّشۆخَّ ّڤئ ّت کبّسبن َذّچ رەَگّ  4)2(
.ivّیبک ێپ ستّْ

 

You may have been infected with this disease 

for some years and not to feel it.  

3.1.2. Modal nouns  

 suggestion( ، پیشُیبر، ) opinion )  بۆچٌٕٔ

)  گریًبَّ(  estimation) ) ّْنسَّگبَذٌ،  hypothesis)   ،

expectation) پێشبیُٗ  (view) ة دیتٍ، .(  

 بیت. بهُذ  يٍ بٓبیێ دٔلارٖ دێ بۆچَٕٔب ة (43) 

In my opinion dollar prize will rise.  

3.1.3. Modal adjectives  

                 َسیک ,(possible) يٕيکٍ ،(significant)بّرچبڤ 
( close) , کێى ( slight), ٗگشت  ( general(,  بّر ئبقم             
( reasonable), etc.  

 کر رتۆيب داکّتُّکب بّرچبڤیۆرۆ  بٓبیێ (44) 
Euro witnessed a considerable decline.  

3.1.4. Modal adverbs  

This category of adverbs can be divided into: 

3.1.4.1. Probability adverbs: 

َّ یب دٔٔرە ، (unlikely) یب دٔٔرِ  (likely), چێذبیت( 

maybe), ّئیحتًبن ( possibly) etc.  

 ّْنبژارتُبٌ. بۆ کبَذیذەکێ ببش کٕ ببیتّ دٔیرە یب    (45) 
He is unlikely to be a good candidate for the 

elections.  

3.1.4.2. Adverbs of frequency 

جبرُْذەک  ،جبرجبر  (sometimes), ، پتریب جبرا  ( often  ( . 

ٕيیگرَٔٔٗ یب ّْی ٔ ُْذەک د ببرا پتریب کّیسٍ ئ بت (46)
 فشبرا خٕیُێ ژٖ بهُذ دبیت. جبرا

Fever is present in the most cases of Omigron 

and sometimes blood pressure will rise.  
3.1.4.3. Adverbs of degree 

ة شیٕەیّکٗ رێژەیی   (relatively (ة شیٕەیّکٗ بّرچبڤ )
significantly ) ( تب رادەیّک somewhat ،to a certain 

extent(, etc.   
 ببیت. تب رادەیّکٗ کێى بستێ بیُیُێکرٌ ئ پێشبیُی دْێتّ (47)

It is expected that the degree of vision be 

reduced to a certain extent.  
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3.1.4.4. Adverbs of quantity  

گّنّک زێذەتر,  پتر  , ( more ),  پتریب ( most of ), etc.  
 ُّیْبت ٍیێ ێفرّب رّژب ێكۆدْ ٍێَذۆگ ٍەیێجبد بپتری (48) 
v.ٍداخست

 

 

Most of the roads of Duhok villages have 

been closed due to snow.  

ْسار تبٔاَببراٌ  2ژ  تر ذِێز ێكۆدْ ْب سگّێل پبر (49)
 ركرٌ سّ ستّ دِ ُّیْبت َّ

vi
. 

More than 2000 criminals have not been 

arrested in the Duhok Governorates.  

3.1.4.5. Approximative adverbs 

They indicate that a number or amount of 

something is almost correct but not exact 

(OALD, 2000:51). The approximators are used 

when exact figures are irrelevant, unavailable or 

the scientists‟ knowledge is not enough for being 

precise in their statement (Salager-Meyer, 

1994:154).  

سیکٗ، دۀرٖ ێَ(  Almost, nearly, about, 

approximately  (  
 .َّنیرەیب 17دۆلار َێسیکی بٓبیێ ئێک  )50(

The price of One dollar is approximately 10 

Liras. 
3.1.5. The plural form of some numbers and 

date expressions 

Similar to English, some numbers and date 

expressions are used in Kurdish to express an 

unspecified period of time or an uncertain 

number or amount of something such as ٌسّدا        

( hundreds ),ٌْسارا( thousands), يهیٌٕ ْب               

( millions), ٍتبٌ دا   1897د سبنێ  ( in the  1897s) etc.  

ژ خۆ ْساراٌ کّش ژ بّر کٕرَٔبیێ گیبَێ  رۆژاَّ  (51)
 دەست ددەٌ. 

Thousands of people die due to Corona Virus 

every day.  

یذاَّ د سبنێٍ ّْشتیبَذا رٔیذا بٕٔ.ٔئّڤ ر              (52) 

This incident had happened in 1980s.  

3.1.6. Epistemic verbs 
These verbs denote the speaker‟s assumption, 

thinking, estimation, expectation and view point. 

They can also be used with the first-person 

pronoun (I) or (we) to reflect the personal doubt 

and involvement.  

 ,(assume) گریًبَّ دکّت، ٔەسب داَیت ,(think) ْسر دکّت

ّْی بّرەڤ ُْذێ ڤّ دچیت، يّیم یب   (tend),  ٔەسب دیبر
 ) تّخًیٍ دکّت ,(appear, seems) دکّت، دیبر دبیت

estimate), چبڤّرێ دکّت، پێشبیُٗ دکّت  (expect),  ئّز
  .etc  (I think) ْسر دکّو

             (53) کٕ ئّڤ سبنّ ْشکّسبنی َبيیُیت. ۀەسب دیبر 

It seems that drought will end this year.   
جیٓبَێ ّْيیێ دێ ْسر دکّو کٕ قّیراَب ئببٕٔرٖ  زئّ (54) 

 ڤّگێریت. 

I think that the economic crisis will affect the 

whole world.  

3.1.7. Compound hedges 

Sometimes more than one hedging device is 

used by a speaker but it is rare in Kurdish as in 

the following cases: 

ك بیت ژ بۆ سساداَب  ك جبراٌ چێذبیت قٕيبر ئبلاڤّ ُْذِ (55)
 زاتێ خۆ.

Sometimes gambling may be a mean for 

punishing the self.  

ٔ ة ّْر حبنێ ّْی قّزافٗ ژٖ جبرا راست دبێژیت   )65  (
.، نێ كّسێ تبقی َّكریّدبیت ٔەسب بیت

vii 
Anyhow Qadhafi says the truth sometimes 

and may be possible, but no one has tested it.  
3.1.8. Conditional clauses  رستەیێن مەرجى 

In Kurdish, conditional markers are labeled 

rezha formen marji by Ahmed (2005). Some of 

the widely used conditional markers are ( ّّْک

َّکٕ ّگّر،، ئّگّر، ، ئّگّر َّ، ّْتب ئر() ة ٖٔ يّرجٗ  ,

  .(کٕ

 is the typical conditional marker in (ئّگّر)

Kurdish. For Shwani (2003: 110), it is the 

conditional subordinating particle which links a 

subordinating clause to a main clause. (ئّگّر) is 

used iconoically (initial position of S1) and non-

iconically in Kurdish. The typical connectives 

that signal the iconic conditional relation in 

English are if and otherwise and in Kurdish they 

are ئّگّر and ّْتب ئّگّر (Salih, 2014: 183). 

 Consider examples (57) - (58). 

 iconic)  چى.  ێد ئّگّر ئّٔ بٓێت، ئّز (57)

conditional) 

 non-iconic)    چى، ئّگّر ئّٔ بٓێت.دێ ئّز  (58)

conditional) 
If he comes, I will go. 

 چیٍ. ئّٔ ْبتبب، ئّو دا رئّگّ (59)
If he had come, we would go. 

دێ  زاَكۆیبٌٔايب  ْێٍ دِ خۆَیشبَذاٌ دٔيبْی َّ  كّ ّْ (60)
 .راگرتٍ  ْێتّ

If the protests do not end, the universities will 

be closed.  

  ريبَبٌ ْبتیُّ َذیٍ بڕیبر بۆ ببشتركرَب كٕانێتیب دِ چّ (61)
ٔاو بیت دێ ئیُبَب  ردِ یب بّ  ٔ چبكسبزیّ ر ئّ گّ ركرٌ ٔ ئّ دِ
 .چبغ دٔٔيبْی دْێت ريبَێٍ قّ دِ

Some decisions were made to improve the 

quality of medicines and if these reforms 

continue smuggling medicines will end.  

Moreover, in Kurdish if clauses the S1 (if 

clause) is either in past declarative tense or 

future conditional as in (62) and (63):  

 ئّگّر تٕ چٕٖٔ، پّرتۆکٗ ژٖ ببّ. (62)

If you went take the book too. 

 . ّبب ژٖ کٗۆرتّپ بچٗتٕ  رّگّئ (63)

If you go, take the book too.  

3.1.9. Agentless Passive voice ( نەدیار ێبکەر  ( 

The absence of agent in the passive voice 

constructions reveals the speakers‟ doubt. Either 
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he does not know who is the doer or does not 

want to mention it.   

 کّش ْبتُّ کٕشتٍ. کگّنّ (64)
Many people were killed.  

3.1.10. Tag questions  پرسیار()کورتە  

In Kurdish, the particle ( ) يب   introduces an 

affirmative question with negative answer or an 

negative question with positive answer as in: 

 ئّز َبچًّ کٕنیژێ. يب ئّز بچى؟ (65) 
I don’t go to the college. Do I? 

 ؟ یێ َّسبخَّٗ تٕ . يبسبخٗتٕ گّنّکێ َّ(66) 

You are very sick. Aren’t you? 
The use of ( يب)  indicates the lack of certainty 

by the speaker, hence it can be regarded as a 

hedging device. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

This study has arrived at the following 

conclusions: 

1- The classification systems of hedging devices 

in English and Behdini-Kurdish are similar in 

some aspects represented by the use of 

approximators, modal epistemic verbs, modal 

nouns, modal adjectives, modal adverbs, 

conditional clauses, plural forms of numbers and 

date expressions, and tag questions. This is the 

point of similarity between the two languages in 

this study.  

2- As an answer to the first research question, 

English hedging system is more complex than 

the Kurdish one. The complexity arises due to 

the fact that English possesses modal auxiliary 

verbs as one of the main means of expressing 

hedging, while Kurdish does not possess 

auxiliary modals for expressing hedging. 

3- Compound hedges can be found in English, 

whereas this subclass is rarely used in Kurdish. 

4- The complexity and richness in hedging 

vocabulary may indicate that English is a less 

direct and more cautious language than Kurdish. 

5- The translation of the modal auxiliary verbs 

can and must is very problematic in Behdini-

Kurdish. They can be used as hedging devices or 

deontic modals. Kurdish translators must 

identify their appropriate senses. In its deontic 

sense can is rendered into  and its epistemic  دشێت

sense (as a hedging device) into  ،چێذبیتدبیت . As 

for the modal must, it is mostly rendered into 

، دڤیتپێذڤییّ  to signify the obligation sense. When 

it has the logical necessity meaning, it must be 

rendered into چێذبیت,دبیت.  Moreover, it is, 

sometimes, wrongly interpreted as a certainty 

marker and is translated into ٌبێ گٕيب.  See 

examples (10, 12, and 22).  

6- Hedging in English is both grammatical and 

lexicalized in nature, whereas it is more 

lexicalized in Behdini-Kurdish.  

7- The most common hedges in Kurdish are the 

modal expressions such as (ّدبیت،  چێذبیت، ،رەَگ

 They usually occur at the beginning .(بّنکٕ، بّنکٗ

of the sentences in both speech and writing. 

Some Kurdish hedges lose their hedging sense 

when they are used in their negative forms as in 

( بیتَببیت، چُب ) which only express obligation 

(prohibition). Arabic loan words حتیًبنّ ، يٕيکیُّ(ئی 
 ) express possibility. Furthermore, sometimes, 

the hedges (ٗبّنک or ٕبّنک) are mistakenly used as 

equivalents to the conjunction but. It is worth to 

mention that  )نێ or (بّنێ  are the established 

equivalents of but.  

8- Some Kurdish modals are polysemous in 

nature such as چێذبیت which can be used to 

express hedging (possibility) and permission. It 

can also be used as the main verb of the sentence 

to mean happen or make.   

9- A new subclass of hedges can be added to the 

current categories in English and Kurdish, 

namely the plural form of some numbers and 

some date expressions as in thousands, in the 

1980s, ٌد سبنێٍ ّْشتێیبٌ دا ,ْسارەْب.   
10- As an answer to the third research question, 

Kurdish possesses its own hedging devices that 

can mainly be classified into ten subclasses (see 

sub-headings 3.1.1-3.1.10) 

11- The points 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 mentioned above 

represent the differences between the hedging 

systems of both English and Behdini-Kurdish  
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 پۆدخّ 

ئّڤّ ڤّکۆىیِّکا ّْڤتّرکسیّ ل سّر ئاٌسازێَ دۆلاداُێ د زٌاُێَ ئیِگيیشى و کٔردیا ةّْریِیرا، کٔ ب 
کسٌاُجیا ةاکٔور ژى دْێخّ ُاڤکسن. ُیاسیَ، حێگّّْصخَ، ةکارْیِان و وەرگێساُا ئاٌسازێَ دۆلاداُێ،  

ئّو زاراڤێَ، کٔ د ۆلادان ئاٌاژە ددەحّ دئارێضّیّ ةۆ ـێسدٔازێَ کٔردێَ زٌاُێ ئیِگيیشى و کّسێَ وەرگێس. 
ئادڤخَ و ُڤیسیِێرا دْێِّ ةکارْیِان ةۆ دۆ دویس ئیذسخَ ژ پاةُّرةٔون ل سّر ٌّرجێَ راسخیا گٔحِێ، ةۆ 
دەرةڕیِا دوودىیێ، ُّپضخساسج ةٔوُێ، ُّڕاسخّدٔو ةٔوُێ و ب ئّدەب ةٔوُێ. ٌّرەم ژ ئّڤێ ڤّکۆىیِێ 

دۆلادان د ّْر دوو زٌاُاُرا ةۆ دیارکسُا وەکّٓڤٕ و جیاوازییان د ئّوە، کٔ دٔاُرُّکا وەسفٕ ل سّر 
ُاڤتّرا سیسخٌّێَ دۆلاداُا واُرا پێضکیش ةکّت. ئّڤ ئارٌاُجّ ب ڕێکا پێراچٔوُا ِْرەک پٔىیِێَ 
گسُگێَ زاراڤێَ دۆلاداُێ د زٌاُێ ئیِگيیشیرا، وەک ةٌِّاییّک ةۆ داُاُا سیسخٌّّکێ پٔىیِکسُێ ةۆ 

ژةّر ڤێ چُّرێ ئّڤ ڤّکۆىیِّ دیار دکّت، کٔ   اُێ د زٌاُێ کٔردیرا ب دەسخڤّدْێج.ئاٌسازێَ دۆلاد
چّوا دۆلادان د زٌاُێَ ئیِگيیشى و کٔردیرا دْێخّ دەرةڕیَ و ڤّدةیِیج کٔ سیسخٌّێ دۆلاداُا زٌاُێ 

دان د ئیِگيیشى ئاىٔوزحسە ژ یا زٌاُێ کٔردى. زیرەةارێ ڤێ چُّرێ دگّْێخّ ڤٕ ئُّجإٌ، کٔ سسوصخێ دۆلا
وەک ئێک ژ گسُگخسیَ  (ئیپسخیٍیکٕ)زٌاُێ کٔردیرا ةاراپخس زاراڤّییّ ژةّر ُّةٔوُا رێژە ـٔرٌێَ ْاریکاریێ 

ةّش پٔىێَ ئاٌسازێَ دۆلاداُێ. ّْروەسا ئّڤ دٔاُرُّ ةّش پٔىّکا دیخس ژ دەرةڕێِێَ دۆلاداُێ ددەحّ 
ْاحیّ کسن ئّو ژى ِْرەک ژٌارە و زاراڤێَ ُیاسیَ، کٔ دپٔىیِێَ زٌاُێَ ئیِگيیشى و کٔردیرا ئاٌاژە پێ ُّ

دەرةڕیِێَ ٌێژوویێ ُّ و دْێِّ ةکارْیِان، ل دەٌێ ُڤیسّر ژٌارە و ٌێژوویا دروسج ُشاُیج وەک: 
 .  (د ساىێَ ْشارو ُّْسّد و ُٔحاُرا،... ْخر )و(ْخر…ْشاران، ٌيیُٔان،)

 

ئیِگيیشى، رێژە ـٔرٌێَ ْاریکاریێ  ئاٌسازێَ دۆلاداُێ، کٔردیا ةّْریِی، دۆلاداُێَ زاراڤێَ سّرەکٕ:
 . (ئیپیسخیٍیکٕ)
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 اىذلاظث
حلرم ْزه اىرراسث دراسث ٌلارُث لأدوات اىخحٔط ـٖ اىيؾث الإُجي٘شٗث واىيؾث اىهسدٗث اىتٓرِٗ٘ث 

. ٗػختس ححرٗر وسائو اىخحٔط وحفس٘سْا واسخذرآٌا وحسجٍخٓا (اىٍػسوـث أٗؼاً ةاسً اىهسٌاُج٘ث اىضٍاى٘ث)
ْٖ اىخػت٘سات اىٍسخذرٌث ـٖ ٌضهيث ةاىِستث ىٍخػيٍٖ وٌخسجٍٖ اىيؾث الإُجي٘شٗث نيؾث أجِت٘ث. واىخحٔطات 

اىهلام واىهخاةث ىخجِب الاىخشام ةضسط٘ث اىحل٘لث ىيت٘ان، وىيخػت٘س غَ اىخسدد، وىهٖ ٗهٔن اىٍسء ؽ٘س ٌؤنراً، 
وأكو ٌتاصسة، وأن ٗهٔن ٌٓزةاً. حٓرف اىرراسث إىٕ حلرًٗ دراسث وظف٘ث ىيخحٔط ةاىيؾخَ٘ ىيخػسف غيٕ 

حٔط اىذاظث ةٍٓا. ٗخً ححل٘ق ْزا اىٓرف ٌَ دلال ٌساجػث ةػغ أوجّ اىخضاةّ والادخلاف ةَ٘ أُظٍث اىخ
اىخعِ٘فات اىسئ٘س٘ث ىيخحٔطات الإُجي٘شٗث نأساس لاةخهار ُظام حعِ٘فٖ ىيخحٔطات ةاىيؾث اىهسدٗث. ىزىم 
حسخهضؿ اىرراسث ن٘ؿ ٗخً اىخػت٘س غَ اىخحٔط ةاىيؾخَ٘ الإُجي٘شٗث واىهسدٗث وحهخضؿ أن ُظام اىخحٔط 

س حػل٘راً ٌَ اىِظام اىهسدي. غلاوة غيٕ ذىم، ٗذيط إىٕ أن اىخحٔط ةاىيؾث اىهسدٗث ْٔ ـٖ الإُجي٘شي أنث
اىؾاىب ٌػجٍٖ ةطت٘ػخّ ةستب غرم وجٔد إػاـات ٍُط٘ث ٌػسـ٘ث نٔاحرة ٌَ اىفئات اىفسغ٘ث اىسئ٘س٘ث 

َ كتو ـٖ لأدوات اىخحٔط. ٗحرد اىتحد أٗؼاً ـئث ـسغ٘ث أدسى ٌَ أدوات اىخحٔط اىخٖ ىً ٗخً حِاوىٓا ٌ
اىرراسات اىٍخٔـسة حٔل اىخحٔط ةاىيؾخَ٘. ْزه اىفئث اىفسغ٘ث ْٖ اسخذرام ظ٘ؼ اىجٍع ىتػغ الأركام 

ةالآلاف، )وحػت٘سات اىخارٗخ اىخٖ ٗخً اسخذرآٌا غِرٌا لا ٗػسف اىهاحب اىسكً اىرك٘ق أو اىخارٗخ ٌثو 
 .(ـٖ اىخسػِ٘٘ات، إىخ)و  (اىٍلاَٗ٘، إىخ
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